One Tool, Fast, Easy Installation

Pelco’s Hinged Galaxy

With a sleek die-cast design and single tool installation, our engineers have made the Hinged Galaxy better than ever. Our upgrades provide increased longevity, precision and convenience all backed by the Pelco brand you trust.

Here are just a few industry leading features of the Hinged Galaxy:

1. Only one tool needed for installation
2. Hinged tube clamp with captive hardware
3. Easiest installation available
4. Works with new Helping Hand tool for easier installation
5. All die-cast design for precise, secure alignment and superior corrosion resistance
6. New stainless steel bearing washer design eliminates need for backup wrench
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The Pelco Hinged Galaxy: Taking Simple Installation to Greater Heights

Other Great Features of the Hinged Astro-Brac Galaxy:

- **Easy One Tool Installation:**
  - The new Hinged Galaxy uses all 7/16” bolts, so only one tool is needed
  - Modified cable assembly: Threaded stud is captured in stainless steel bearing washer unable to turn while nut is torqued

- **Less hardware: the hinged saddle reduces the number of bolts**

- **Captured Hardware: The Hinged Galaxy saddle construction has retaining washers on the bolts so the bolts cannot drop out before or during install**

- **Compatible with Pelco’s new Helping Hand tool**

- **The Hinged Astro-Brac Galaxy replaces the current model Galaxy**

- **Nylon Lock Nut: Cable assembly utilizes a nylon lock nut making installation more secure and reduces chance for galling**

Part Number: AG-3055